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STRATEGIC CLARITY IN SERVICES FOR MANUFACTURERS

Servitization, the process of adding services to manufactured products or creating
bundled service-product offerings, has been gaining momentum over the past 20
years. Case studies of manufacturers turned successful service providers abound.
According to recent data, over a third of large manufacturers world-wide offer
services and this proportion rises to 60% for western companies. For the average
manufacturer, the share of service sales has risen to over 30%, becoming a significant
driver of company performance and corporate valuations. Yet evidence suggests
that manufacturers struggle with the transition process or fail to achieve successful
outcomes. Many experience declining profits, weakening market positions and
increasing susceptibility to risks. This is not, in fact, surprising: creating a service
driven business is a major undertaking, requiring changes in market approaches,
operating systems, risk attitudes and company cultures. Most of all, it requires
strategic clarity about what should be achieved and management actions conducive
to that goal, as well as a good understanding of the economics of services and the
sources of competitive advantage.
In addition, it is clear that technology is playing a major role in fundamentally
transforming the service business itself, allowing service providers to better
integrate their capabilities into customer operations and position themselves as
strategic partners, directly impacting customers’ competitiveness. Some companies
are already working in this direction.
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This article provides an overview of what has been happening in the service markets
over the last several years, explores some key economic and competitive issues and
briefly investigates how technology is impacting business models and service
offerings. Some of these topics will be explored in more detail in subsequent articles
in this series.
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Why services?
Manufacturers have been targeting services as an additional revenue stream at least
since the 1980s, when growth through sales of products and new installations
started gradually to decline and the aggregate service requirements of a large
installed base, built mainly since the 1950s became hard to ignore. Nevertheless the
initial mainstream view of service was as a necessary evil or, at most, an activity
intended to support or augment the main product business. For example, ABB (at
the time ASEA) started developing a dedicated service shop network for electrical
machines in Sweden in the 1980s, largely because service requirements of the
installed base were disrupting production flows in the factories.
Over the next decade this started to change. In 1999, a Harvard Business Review
(HBR) article pointed out that industrial revenue and profit pools had shifted, and
that “smart manufacturers are moving downstream” towards services and
distribution1. It observed that annual industrial product sales growth in the US had
declined from 5.2% in the 1960s to 2.0% in the 1990s due mainly to market
saturation. Combined with the apparent increase in operating lifetimes due to
improved operating conditions, quality standards and maintenance practices, this
growth resulted in the unit installed base in many industrial markets growing to
orders of magnitude larger than annual unit sales. For example, the ratio of
automobiles in service to annual sales was 13:1, of locomotives 22:1 and civil aircraft
150:1. A Monitor Group global study2 of plant machinery from 2004 confirmed this
trend. It found ratios of installed base to annual sales for paper machines (units) at
101:1, metallurgy equipment (‘000 tons): 59:1, power equipment (GW): 38:1, rail
wagons (units): 34:1 and manufacturing automation (€ bill.): 19:1. Origin SR
estimates aggregate ratios for electro-mechanical plant at 40-50:1. To varying

(HBR 1999): Richard Wise and Peter Baumgartner: Go Downstream: The New Profit Imperative in
Manufacturing, HBR Sep-Oct 1999
2 (Monitor 2004): C.B. Henkel and O.B. Bendig: Industrial Service Strategies: The Quest for Faster
Growth and Higher Margins, Monitor Group 2004
1
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degrees, this trend has been more marked in heavy process machinery. This also
results from declining sales in some markets and industries3. The annual industrial
and utility grade steam boiler unit sales in the US, for example, declined from over
3000 in the 1960s to less than 100 recently. The corresponding decline in capacity
sales has been even more pronounced.
Faced with limits to growth for new industrial products and installations,
managements began to appreciate the importance of the installed base and the
potential of revenue streams over the product lifetime. It was recognized that actual
product sales constitute only a fraction of the total revenue opportunity – the rest
being services such as customer support, maintenance, upgrades or, in fact, product
disposal. Estimates showed that total revenue streams associated with an industrial
product over its lifetime amount to between 5 and 20 times the value of the product4.
Aircraft manufacturers generate seven times the original value of an aircraft in
parts, maintenance and repair services over its lifetime. OEMs estimate the
equivalent figure for industrial electro-mechanical machinery at 5-10 times.
The recognition of these opportunities created substantial enthusiasm about the
potential of services to improve (mainly western) manufacturers’ fortunes which
were being impacted by low cost competition from China and other emerging
markets, rapid product commoditization and buyer price pressures. Research
seemed to indicate that services were much more profitable than first time product
sales. A study by Accenture of General Motors in 2003 showed that US$9 billion in
after-sales revenue produced $2 billion in profits, more than profits from new car

Of course this has not been the case in all industries nor, obviously, in emerging markets. For
example, industrial equipment for oil and gas exploration and production, renewable energy plant (wind
turbines, PV modules), aircraft and aircraft engines and, more recently, industrial automation products
and systems have experienced strong growth rates. Nevertheless this does not negate the more general
point that industrial plant growth has declined in the aggregate in industrialized countries and more
recently also in some emerging markets. This trend continues: According to estimates non-ICT
manufacturing fixed capital stock formation in major OECD countries (excluding Japan) has reduced
by more than 60% in the decade to 2010 compared to the 1990’s.
4 (HBR 1999): this included indirect effects, such as cost of a product’s environment, infrastructure and
operations. The estimate ranged from 5 times for desktop computers and 20 times for locomotives.
3
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sales which exceeded $120 billion5. According to an AMR report of 2002 after-sales
services and parts across all US manufacturing industries contributed about 25% of
revenue, but 40-50% of all profits6. A study by Deloitte in 2007 placed the average
profitability of service and parts operations at more than 75% higher than overall
company or business unit profitability with the most profitable service businesses
benchmarked – the top 25% – three times more profitable than the average7. The
Accenture study concluded that “service is the new frontier of competitive
differentiation and profit enhancement”8. The installed base should be viewed as an
annuity-like revenue stream and companies [may] regard initial product sales as
positioning opportunities (possibly even loss leading) for pull-through sales and
services, typical examples being the razor / blades and printer / toner business
models9.
Yet the service advocacy was framed mainly in defensive terms: manufacturing
business models were coming under attack due to changing customer demand and
(Accenture 2003): Michael J. Dennis and Anjit Kambil: Service Management: Building Profits after the
Sale, Accenture 2003. The case of GM is however with hindsight probably not a good example. Relative
profitability of products v services depends very much on whether the service business is good or the
product business bad. As many analysts at the time pointed out, GM’s results were mainly due to the
company’s failure to profitably make and sell cars. By 2003 GM had aggressively expanded its financial
business, in particular mortgage financing and services processing paperwork for other mortgage
institutions –in a booming market. In that year it made over 90% of its profits from financial services,
earning only $15 on average for every car sold. The subsequent financial crisis devastated GM leading to
bankruptcy and government backed restructuring. The flight to services was primarily a defensive act to
escape declining fortunes in core vehicle markets. Such actions rarely succeed.
6 Marc McClusky: Service Lifecycle Management (Part 1): The Approaches and Technologies to Build
Sustainable Advantage for Services, AMR Research, August 2002
7 (Deloitte 2007): Peter Koudal: The Service Revolution in Global Manufacturing Industries, Deloitte
Research Global Manufacturing Study, 2007
8 (Accenture 2003)
9 Manufacturers that sell razors or printers generate consistently high margin revenue streams from the
repeat sales of razor blades and toner cartridges respectively. In some cases the original products are
positioned as loss leaders. There are many examples from other industries. However classifying the
supply of razors or toner cartridges as “service” is misleading. The product offering consists essentially
of two integral parts: the durable and the consumable. The key success factor is having sufficient grip
on the technology (incl. through IP or regulation) and distribution channels so as to preclude third party
suppliers from entering the consumables market. This is difficult and, in the meantime, a large third
party toner supply market exists -significantly undercutting OEM pricing, as does a toner cartridge “refilling” industry, which, in fact, does provide a service. The annuity idea of service driven revenue
streams, however, does have merit, particularly when the service annuity is protected by long term
contracts.
5
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market conditions. Competition from low-cost suppliers was increasing and
products were being commoditized. Margins were being squeezed. Service business
was supposed to be more resilient to competitive attacks relying on considerable
local presence and customer intimacy as well as complex operating systems, all of
which were expensive to build and difficult to emulate. Strong services were
assumed to enhance the brand and provide buffers in economic downturns. In other
words, the strategic justification for services, beyond the market stretching effects
from the growing installed base, was to lock in customers, lock out competitors and
resist price pressure.

There was little, if any, discussion at the time about

innovation, new offerings or new business models creating new opportunities and
new markets.
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Locking in customers refers to the binding of a customer to a supplier, mainly through a
longer term service contract. The length of the contract is often justified by investments a
supplier must make at the start of a contract in assets, tools, training and other resource
deployment. The hope is that this becomes self-perpetuating, leading to a larger share of
a customer’s spend and pull-through of a wider range of the supplier’s products.
However, this last effect is frequently not realized due to customer resistance or supplier

internal organizational friction – between product and services units.
Locking out competitors refers to customer demand of service attributes for product
procurement that only a small number of competitors can provide – leaving the rest locked
out. Competition becomes service driven reducing or even nullifying product cost (dis-)
advantages. The losing competitors’ relationship with the customer is severely weakened
for the duration of a service contract which erects an effective entry barrier. Nevertheless,
the evidence of successful deployment of such strategies is convincing only in cases
where the service element of the offering is a very tangible key competitive factor. As
competition intensifies in service markets, lock out strategies become as much a threat as
an opportunity for providers –they cut both ways.
Brand buying is less common in industrial B2B transactions and therefore inclusion of
services and premium pricing are usually justified through lower “total cost of
ownership“ propositions, rather than brand value per se. More expensive suppliers claim
that an integrated service offering leads to lower total costs (including, for example,
downtime opportunity costs). The stronger product attributes (e.g. lower failure rates) are
enhanced by superior services (e.g. better maintenance practices). However, convincing
customers about this can be an uphill struggle for vendors, as buyers, in an effort to
commoditize the product and gain advantage, frequently qualify suppliers on minimum
acceptable (quality) criteria and then buy on price. Service is then simply perceived as the
price for market participation – a hygiene factor rather than a decisive differentiator or
competitive factor.
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Service challenges
For many manufacturers, success in services has often proved elusive. By 2005, there
was increasing awareness of a so called “service paradox”10 – the notion that efforts
to increase the service business lead to more service offerings and higher costs, but
frequently do not produce the expected higher returns. Controversially, in many
cases, the addition or intensification of services coincided with reduced overall
profitability. Evidence of the service paradox has since been produced in a number
of studies, though the actual effects and sources of the problems are less clear11.
A rigorous empirical study at Cambridge University suggested that while
manufacturing firms that have extended their service offering are larger in terms of
sales revenues, at the aggregate level, they also generate lower profit margins.
Furthermore, service businesses appeared to pay off more for smaller firms than
larger ones and there may be some hidden risks associated with services, as a
greater proportion of bankrupt servitized firms was found than had been
expected12.
In the Deloitte manufacturing study13, the author warned that “the total impact of
the service business varies dramatically across the companies benchmarked.
Despite the many opportunities for improvement, more than half of the service

Heiko Gebauer, Elgar Fleisch, Thomas Friedl: „Overcoming the Service Paradox in Manufacturing
Companies“, European Management Journal, Vol. 23, Issue 1, Feb 2005
11 Sarabjit Singh Bajeva, Jim Gilbert and Dianne Ledingham: Products to Services: Why it’s not so
simple, Singapore Business Times, 04. Aug. 2004. Wayne Neu and Stephen Brown: Manufacturers
forming Successful Complex Business Services, International Journal of Service Industry Management
19, 2008. Some, mainly European, empirical studies show results which are difficult to interpret,
however several seem to suffer from methodological or analytical weaknesses (e.g. too small samples,
lack of weighting), reliance on self-reported outcomes or misinterpretation of company practices. A
study using data from 513 German companies purported to show that services increase revenues, but
decrease the level of profit while increasing profit growth rates: Andreas Eggert, Jens Hogreve,
Wolfgang Ulaga and Eva Muenkhoff: Revenue and Profit Implications of Industrial Service Strategies,
Journal of Service Research, Jan 2, 2014
12 Andy Neely, “Exploring the Financial Consequences of the Servitization of Manufacturing”,
Operations Management Research, Vol. 1, Nr 2, Dec 2008. The used data set covered over 12,000
companies, employing at least 100 employees in 25 countries
13
(Deloitte 2007)
10
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businesses benchmarked (55%) have profit levels lower than or on par with their
[product] business units. For more than two thirds (67%), their service businesses
grew slower than or at the same level as their overall businesses”.
Further analysis also showed that the by far greatest portion of manufacturers’
services revenues and profits came from traditional activities rather than any new
offerings. The Monitor Group study14 on engineering and manufacturing companies
from Germany, Austria and Switzerland found that 45% of revenue came from
spare parts sales and 35% from service activities such as upgrades, overhauls,
maintenance and repairs. On average, spare parts sales still account for 60-70% of
service profits15. While this can be partly attributed to improved parts logistics or
pricing optimization strategies, it also has its cause in the failure of many companies
to successfully expand service horizons.
Manufacturers’ service strategies and intentions are frequently based on a model of
services progressing along some natural path from lower value added services
“focused on the product” – i.e. product services – to higher value added services
“focused on the customer”. These latter services (which are not always clearly
defined) usually culminate in the transfer of some function or process, such as
maintenance, to the service provider. As companies progress along this path,
growth rates and margins are supposed to increase. Operational outsourcing seems
to be the edge of the service horizon and many believe that customer focused
services can be built incrementally from product services – on the basis of existing
product technical competences and an OEM’s credibility.
Such one-dimensional thinking about the service business can be misleading and
dangerous. Service businesses can be orchestrated in many dimensions and along
different paths. However, a shift from product to customer focused services denotes
a shift in the competitive environment and requires upgrades in organizational

14
15

(Monitor 2004)
Origin SR meta-analysis 2010
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capability and a change of the business model that many managements do not
appreciate.
Companies can become very successful by pursuing excellence in product services.
This allows growth by expanding their scope and market from own to third party
installed base, to adjacent products or the infrastructure their products are
embedded in. GE business units (rail transportation, power), ABB (electrical
machinery) and Nokia (network infrastructure for telecom providers) followed such
strategies as did, incidentally, many successful non-OEM service providers.
Conversely, many companies targeting customer focused services have failed. The
term itself is fuzzy and can mean different things. But, in practice, it often fails to
signify the necessary qualitative change in the services actually provided, but refers
only to a responsibility transfer (outsourcing) based on particular contractual
arrangements. Such arrangements for services may have some competitive benefits
but often amount to little more than volume discounts, while the additional risk (a
significant cost) is not (adequately) rewarded. For such models to succeed in lifting
a company’s margin and enhancing its market position, the customer benefits in
terms of cost and efficiencies must be real, tangible and substantial and allow the
provider to realize profits from value based compensation. In most cases, this
requires

organizational

capabilities

(technology,

methods

and

delivery

infrastructure) that most manufacturers do not have and are reluctant to invest in.
This primarily results from a lack of strategic clarity regarding services business and
limited understanding of the economics of service markets.
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Service markets are… what you make them to be
The market shift towards services is strong. Customer demands to pay for
performance rather than fixed capacity, essentially servitizing the product and
shifting risk to suppliers, are blurring the distinction between products and services
and have already overtaken many manufacturers’ capabilities. Advances in

A “performance bundle”, originally attributed to the British aero-engine manufacturer Rolls
Royce in the 1980s, is a product-service innovation also termed “Performance Based
Contracting” or “Power by the Hour”. In the early 1980s, Rolls Royce began to price its engine
offerings to airline customers on actual hours used, taking over the responsibility for
maximizing the available hours. Since then, variations have been adapted in numerous
industrial procurement programs, including energy efficiency, power generation, vehicles,
aviation or defense.
In services business, many companies have responded to customer demands for clearly defined
service deliverables and payment for performance by offering service agreement variations of
the performance concept (performance services), linking compensation to service quality
criteria – Service Level Agreements or SLAs – or, in some cases to customer process outcomes.
Performance bundles or performance services require the assumption of operational and other
risks by suppliers and change the business model, as suppliers are paid to prevent rather than
rectify failure.

instrumentation, algorithms and big data analytics are driving new services at
process rather than product level producing new business models. Companies that
offer integrated product-service “performance bundles” are locking out
competitors, reversing product cost disadvantages and locking in customers for
longer time periods.
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Nevertheless, this is an extended process and services focused on maintaining,
improving and optimizing the productive capacity of existing industrial asset base
will continue to play a growing role in determining competitive success.
Companies pondering decisions on services must answer questions as to the size
and growth of service markets, their economics and profit drivers and the sources
of competitive advantage. Crucial, specifically for manufacturers, is the intended
purpose of services. Should that be to defend the products or should it be to grow
services as an independent business in its own right? In whatever way a company
chooses to answer this question –and there is no right or wrong answer – there must
be, throughout an organization, strategic clarity as to this intent and management
actions must be conducive to it. Too many managements, usually unintentionally,
pursue one direction in terms of service intent and the other in terms of actions. This
often leads to failure.
The standard default perception of service markets by manufacturers is as a
function of own installed base and its maintenance and support requirements,
however, many manufacturers expand the market by also targeting competitor
installations. In both cases, they, at least implicitly, subordinate services to products
and designate services as a defensive activity. The market is then defined relative to
their scope of service offerings around the installed base (embedded services). This
approach, considered low risk by sticking to core markets and existing technical
competences, is driven by a logic of strategic coherence for the company or unit. The
identity or self-image of a company or unit is usually determined by particular
product technologies or engineering platforms – even when service is managed
separately as an independent unit or profit center. The strategic argument and
justification, however, is made in competitive terms, which do not lack force: since
manufacturers are involved in new product sales, they have more information
about the installed base and technical credibility with customers, which lowers
customer acquisition costs. Furthermore, manufacturers should have lower
marginal costs for developing (additional) product know-how or investment costs
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for fabricating required components or spare parts than competitors. All in all, a
defensive logic designed to protect the product while driving revenue from the
(presumed captive) installed base whether or not explicitly acknowledged.
Competition from (initially non-OEM) third party service providers, however,
broke down conventional installed base and other market segment barriers long
ago. Product and component standardization and modularization, regulation and
new service technologies mean that traditional entry barriers such as spare parts,
specialized design drawings or even software may no longer offer meaningful

Not defining services as a derivative of installed base and thus of product business can be a
source for inter-organizational friction unless properly managed, even in companies with
strong service traditions.
Product units fear that “independent” service businesses weaken their links to customers and
reduce visibility of installed base and field performance of products, which could be used for
design improvements. Independent services cannot, on the one hand, be as easily combined
with products for product competitive initiatives (pricing initiatives, extended warranties), but
on the other, can cause commoditization of products if they are bundled together into solutions
where services are dominant or the key component.
Last but not least, product businesses often resent that profits from the installed base are
allocated to an independent service unit, as it is the product business that has created the
installed base and the opportunity for profit in the first place.

protection from service competitors. One risk to manufacturers is that a weak
position in the service market can lead to commoditization of own products
reducing margins and weakening market positions.
In response and notwithstanding the logic of product based strategic coherence,
some manufacturers have pushed the envelope in services by expanding served
product scope and service offerings, almost to the point of transforming themselves
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Figure 1 Positioning of companies in a product - services continuum

into industrial service companies that happen to also make products. Numerous
OEMs today offer not only OEM-neutral services in their own industry, but in other
industries and sectors as well. Vehicles, rotating equipment, pressure vessels,
electro-mechanical plant, instrumentation and even customized process machinery
and components are now target markets of many service entities with different
backgrounds and origins, with narrow or broad focus creating complex market
landscapes and competitive structures.
GE is a good example of early expansion into competitive installed base in its power,
aircraft engine, medical equipment and locomotives divisions. In the latter two
cases, it also expanded into adjacent products and surrounding infrastructure
providing services for customers’ hospitals and general rail assets. Johnson Controls
transformed a business selling HVACs, building and energy control equipment into
the foremost facilities management operation in the world, while Wärtsilä, a power
plant and engine maker, followed a similar strategy in marine services and is now
one of the largest and most comprehensive providers. Voith, a machinery
manufacturer, applied technical competences required for the service of paper
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machines (its declining primary market) into a business servicing numerous
products and machines in diverse industries and sectors. IBM transformed itself to
from a hardware manufacturer into the largest provider of diversified IT-services
and large scale advanced computing. These companies all changed their publicly
articulated self-image and vision to formally upgrade the role of services in their
business.
The market strength of third party service providers is today significantly greater than
in the past in all segments. The growing importance of existing installed base as a
revenue driver, high service pricing strategies of OEMs and the desire to reduce
earnings cyclicality attracted contractors (construction, installation, project
management) and process engineering companies to transform into maintenance
and lifecycle service providers, including through the acquisition of previous
OEMs, mainly in declining industries, to absorb technical knowhow and client base.
Their manpower and project management skills are particularly useful in large scale
maintenance, modification or upgrade programs. Most compete indirectly with
product and machinery OEMs in the service markets by positioning themselves
between the OEM and the customer in outsourcing cases. Many also compete
directly for product services, including fabrication or sourcing of parts and
components. Examples include major providers across Europe and North America,
such as Bilfinger Berger in Germany, YIT in Finland or URS, Chicago Bridge and
Iron and KBR in the US.
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Figure 2 Standardized profiles of service providers
* Some customers have created independent service companies out of internal engineering,
maintenance and support services units to improve utilization and generate additional revenues.
Notable examples are Thyssen Krupp Industrial Services (later spun-off), focusing on steel mills,
automotive and other sectors, or ICI’s Eutech Engineering Services, focusing on lifecycle services for
the chemical industry (acquired by ABB).
** Troubleshooting, Repair, Maintenance, Optimizations
*** Examples: Fluids, utilities supply (energy, water, waste disposal, transport etc.)
Though these profiles serve to provide an understanding of notional competitive structure it should
be understood that in reality vendors can operate at different levels simultaneously offering a
number of activity types. Different business units within companies or regions can operate at
different levels. This is now a crowded market.

Many service providers also emerged from OEMs as technical specialists to form
independent companies that capitalize on the installed base opportunity (including
some backed by private equity who tried to consolidate particular service markets)
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or on emerging technologies, the latter particularly in times of disruptive shifts. For
example, a major shift in the practice of maintenance and disruption in the service
markets occurred with the development of condition based monitoring (CBM)
technology, in particular vibration analysis.

Computerization of instruments enabling application of Fast Fourier Transforms and the
development of eddy current sensors, jumpstarted CBM industry growth (declining costs,
expanding applicability) while producing strong results for customers. The first large
vibration analysis program in the US Navy is reported to have produced a 15:1 return on
investment. Numerous companies arose that developed instruments and algorithms while
providing methods and analysis services. The leading ones were subsequently acquired by
rotating machinery or automation OEMs (Bently Nevada by GE, CSI by Emerson, Entek by
Rockwell and Palomar by SKF) in order to boost their know-how and service offerings. The
technology has since been widely integrated into industrial automation platforms. The
market for vibration analysis equipment today is estimated at approximately US$1.5 billion,
however, independent CBM service providers probably number in in the thousands and
produce service revenues at a multiple of product revenues.

While some manufacturers’ search for service growth and margins has translated
into expansion of product scope, many are concentrating their efforts on increasing
services value add by focusing on helping customers better exploit assets for
productive use. A meaningful market segmentation for services can therefore be
based on how they impact the asset base.
Services may impact product performance (product services) or the way in which
products interact in processes that deliver productive outcomes (process services).
Furthermore, they can influence asset management decisions and maintenance
practices based on advanced methodologies (methods services) affecting both
product and process outcomes. The latter two combined (in some way) is what is
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usually meant when referring to services “focused on the customer”, regardless of
whether these are packaged into term contracts or not.

Figure 3 Service market segments

The size of product services markets may be seen as a function of relevant installed
base in the different industry segments and of factors affecting the installed base
such as relative age, longevity of assets or regulations. Demand in these markets is
primarily driven by functional product requirements and is therefore mainly derived
demand. It grows fairly steadily over time and proportionally to installed base,
though service innovations or improved products may influence the rate of growth.
For example, investment in CBM may reduce market size through avoidance of
unnecessary maintenance.
In the aggregate, the annual total market for product services, depending on nature
of product, regulations and conditions in various industries, may range from 3 to
10% of replacement value of installed base. Demand in different sectors and
geographies can vary significantly. This can create competitive spill-over effects as
competitors gravitate towards markets with most promising returns. Market sizes
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by product type, industry and/or type of service provided can generally be modeled
by multiplying the installed base with an empirically derived “maintenance or
service factor”, which is fairly stable over time.
The size and growth of process and methods services markets are more dynamic.
Demand is fuzzier, as it is mainly driven by supplier innovations to improve

Figure 4 Dynamics of service markets

operational productivity and less by fixed requirements. The ability of vendors to
produce innovations depends on scientific and technology advances, cost of
deployment and investment in developing offerings. These offerings, in fact, create
demand that previously did not exist. The services usually impact a significant part
of a customer’s value chain. They are complex to develop and deploy and require
longer sales cycles. However, service suppliers should normally be better
positioned to actually monetize and internalize part of the (net) customer benefits.
Many manufacturers’ efforts in process and methods services have, however, not
borne fruit. In fact, they are probably a major reason for the observed potential
decline in profitability as services become a bigger part of a manufacturer’s
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portfolio. Companies that have ventured into these new, more demanding markets
have faced significant difficulties and many have had to accept losses or had to
retreat. Entry into these markets exposes the business to competition where product
service advantages (such as technical superiority or lower customer acquisition
costs) often do not hold.
Sizeable investments (such as know-how, technology, tools) usually need to be
made to design and implement superior service offerings. However, companies
frequently do not appreciate the scale of investment required, nor do they recognize
that these markets have different economics and sources of competitive advantage
than product services, requiring different business models, operational approaches
and organizational setups, as well as clarity about customer demands and pricing
of offerings.
For example, many manufacturers’ model of services progressing along an
increasing value added path culminates in some form of operational outsourcing,
such as maintenance, asset management or even operations. However, to be able to
successfully realize such offerings, customers must perceive very clear and
significant benefits in form of reduced cost and/or higher productive capacity. Due
to scale, certain companies, such as large contractors, are able to offer some of these
benefits, at least on the cost side, but many manufacturers enter this market with
offerings that cannot deliver either. The ability to deliver lower cost mainly depends
on scale, which, at least in services, most manufacturers do not have. The ability to
deliver productivity improvements depends on domain, methods and process
expertise, which again most firms do not possess and are reluctant to invest in,
either due to difficulty quantifying the expected return (as a result of insufficient
market understanding) or concerns about drifting too far from the product
dominant logic that provides strategic coherence for their company. The result is
that they either offer outsourcing services that do not provide sufficient value added
at prices that are too high (due to absence of scale) or they are forced to price the
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services too low -to conform to market- leading to low margins or even losses and
underperformance.
Manufacturers that persevered or succeeded in this type of services invested
significantly in technology and methods16. They further either limited their offerings
to areas where they had significant technical expertise, or had a key product which
was dominant in determining process outcomes in a broader services business, such
as locomotives in GE’s rail services business or HVAC and controls systems in
Johnson Controls facilities management. SKF has also been quite successful due to
the fact that bearings condition has an oversized influence on performance of
rotating machinery.
Conversely, companies that did not invest sufficiently in domain know-how (and
consequentially offered services with limited value added) and failed to invest
sufficiently in scale were less successful. Siemens exited the “Total Maintenance”
market after a number of unsuccessful forays with standard offerings subject to
heavy contractor competition. ABB scaled down17 its “Full Service” activity by
carefully selecting industry/customer cases where it could make a difference based
on its specialized process know-how (domain expertise) and exiting the rest.

Some also invested in scale, becoming broad based service providers –see Figure 1
ABB did make some large local acquisitions of services businesses to build scale, but
reversed course, possibly when the level of investment required became clear and its
automation product markets began to grow faster. It should be made clear that building
scale in services markets is a very expensive undertaking and can take a company far from
its core business, if this is defined based on product dominant logic. Companies in
growing product markets will hesitate to allocate investments for this purpose, therefore
manufacturers who have turned themselves into primarily service providers have usually
experienced prolonged (structural) declines in their product markets
16
17
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Services will be increasingly driven by technology and knowledge
Over time, companies have learned to use technology innovations and connectivity
to improve services, reduce costs and improve performance. For instance, at the
product level, progress in CBM eventually resulted in a paradigm shift in
maintenance practices from preventive to predictive, reducing costs and operations
disruptions. Combined with remote monitoring and control, this has produced one
of the most successful and enduring service innovations resulting in big benefits for
customers and profits for suppliers18.
Past product and methods improvements mean that inefficiencies in customers’
operations are now to be found increasingly or even primarily at the level of
processes. Traditionally, process improvements have been delivered as engineered
upgrades or modifications -key product enhancements or adjustments based on
expert insights and automation systems- with significant trial and error elements
and long time-lags. Increasingly human operators have significant difficulty in
identifying and reducing inefficiencies or determine problem root causes due to
complexity.
However, in the same way that CBM disrupted maintenance practices, the internet
of things and big data analytics are creating a new paradigm shift and providing new
opportunities for service providers to enhance existing assets and processes.

18

Nevertheless it should be noted that, while today this type of service is in demand by

customers in its own right, in most cases, the vendors’ key initial strategic consideration - in
designing CBM based service offerings- was to support expensive high-end products, justify
premium pricing and protect market share by reducing customers’ total cost of ownership a key defensive strategy.
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Remote monitoring and control services had their conceptual antecedents in early SCADA
systems which enabled utilities to monitor and control geographically dispersed power assets.
Due to increased computerization and connectivity they are now pervasive across all industries.
Examples:
Already in the early 1990’s ABB was monitoring the performance of quality control systems
(QCS) installed on paper machines in Indonesia from a service center in Ireland based on
dedicated telephone lines. While expensive, the service was very useful, as cost of downtime of
paper machines can run into many ‘000s of dollars.
A little later SKF provided bearings outfitted with sensors that enabled online monitoring of
run-out and vibrations. Based on resulting analysis maintenance could be adjusted and
performed as required, improving machinery uptime and reducing costs while spare parts were
ordered and dispatched automatically. SKF offered customers to fully take over maintenance
of all bearings at their sites, the availability of continuous data enabling better diagnostics, “ondemand” maintenance, improved uptime and lower cost.
At around the same time KONE enabled its elevators with embedded diagnostics and remote
monitoring systems and started providing services contracts based on availability. With its
global KONECT system that tracks operation information, service records and technical data of
the equipment the company today manages almost 1 million contracts –improving the
effectiveness of buildings while reducing costs.
In the early 2000’s, ABB introduced its Global Remote Services, starting with a telemetry system
that allowed shore engineers to diagnose and support systems for ships at sea, intervene if
required and dispatch spare parts and qualified personnel to next port of call.
A little later automated “service boxes” were connected to control systems on ABB’s robots.
Not only where these units able to read and transmit (initially over the GSM network) critical
diagnostic information, but also made it possible to monitor and analyze a robot’s condition.
Following analysis results were sent to the nearest of ABB’s robot engineers for assessment and
intervention, remotely or at site, if required. Furthermore customers could verify robot’s status
and access maintenance information and performance reports on an ABB portal. The service
both prevented production shutdowns and helped customers optimize production flows by
adjusting to robot condition or developing issues.
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GE, for example, is deploying large numbers of sensors on its aircraft engines
generating vast amounts of data. By using big data analytics methods for predicting
conditions and real time problem solving, it is not only improving engine
performance, but can also utilize the huge data sets to offer comprehensive flight
efficiency services, including improved safety, fuel efficiency, navigation
optimization and fleet synchronization. To illustrate, GE’s legacy CF6 engine was
monitored with 3 snapshots per flight, measuring 30 parameters and generating 1
KB of data. For its new engines, GE plans to take 1 snapshot per second, measuring
1400 parameters and generating 0.5 TB of data. While benefits for customers
comprise better asset productivity and more efficient operations, additional benefits
for GE include improved modeling, deeper process behavioral and environmental
insights and future design learning.

Services based on various types of multivariate analysis, such as Principal Component
Analysis, not only monitor equipment on a continuous basis, but also predict process
performance and remaining lifetime and monitor and control disturbances due to variations
across systems. Current methodologies, based on pervasive instrumentation and real time
aggregation of continuous data across multitudes of internal and external sources, extend
remaining lifetime predictions into the future, making them useful to more decision-makers
and enable integration and control of processes across entire networks and supply chains. The
data itself becomes intelligent knowing which decision-makers to reach, while the machines are
able to self-adjust behavior as they learn from their own and other machines’ history. Datadriven machine-based analytics and machine-learning will increasingly lead to operational
functions being transferred from operators to secure digital systems.

Taleris, a GE Aviation-Accenture joint venture, employs service data to help
customers (airlines) avoid controllable disruptions and recover quickly from noncontrollable disruptions while reducing maintenance and operational costs
(passenger re-bookings, crew logistics, aircraft movement costs) at fleet and
network level. At its power plant division, GE is following a similar strategy with
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comparable technology, integrating its Bently Nevada condition monitoring
services with predictive systems from its SmartSignal acquisition and connectivity
solutions from GE Intelligent Platforms to offer integrated performance service
solutions to power plant operators.
In similar fashion, ABB has invested in Takadu, a company collecting multiple raw
data from water network SCADA systems and using advanced analytics to provide
operators with actionable insights to improve efficiency of networks and water
quality.
These new technologies could not only open up vast new service opportunities for
manufacturers, they could also substantially change the rules of the competitive
game. Manufacturers could not only expand the number of sensors in their
equipment (or upgrade existing installed base -in itself a big opportunity) to
generate new data, but also use vast amounts of underutilized data trapped in plant
historians to extract insights on how machines perform in real conditions and, at
unprecedented levels of granularity, how operators actually use equipment and the
impact of environmental conditions. Using data from a large installed base would
enable better, faster and more targeted design processes and upgrades (higher
effectiveness, more cost efficient), improved targeting of maintenance, rapid
troubleshooting and fault correction, disruption avoidance, better warranty analysis
and parts forecasting, operator training and continuous fine tuning for improved
performance. Innovative service offerings could be built around new insights. While
this industry is presently being populated by automation and IT companies, they
frequently lack sufficient domain and manufacturing expertise. Manufacturers can
enter these markets, including through collaboration with customers as well as
specialists.
Without these capabilities, which require significant investment to acquire, it is
difficult to develop “must have” process and methods offerings and many
companies risk ending up with offerings of limited value added -at prices customers
refuse to pay.
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Product and process/methods services are distinct businesses: one
is driven by scale, the other by skills
The own installed base (presumed captive market) is usually the starting point for
manufacturers in service markets. Customer familiarity and superior technical
product knowledge which reduce competitive intensity (depending on the
openness of the technology and positioning of the manufacturer in the value chain)
provide a significant advantage.
From the usual entry point of its own installed base, a company may follow (in no
particular order) different growth paths: it can expand scope to include third party
products, encompass adjacent and similar asset types or even the infrastructure
required for its products. While complexity will naturally increase, the business
itself does not change significantly, any differences are differences in degree.
However, a transition to process and methods services requires a change in the
business model. The economics, sources of competitive advantage and operating
and organizational requirements are different. These are differences in kind.
Key to product services is the ability to provide required service quality at
sufficiently low cost. Competitive advantage is primarily derived from scale. To be
successful companies operating in these markets need to strive for size and coverage and aim
for maximum resource utilization and standardization of offerings to achieve cost and price
levels that customers are willing to pay.
In contrast, process and methods services require technology sophistication and
deep domain expertise to achieve outcomes in productivity and operating
efficiencies attractive enough to engage customers. Competitive advantage is primarily
derived from skills and know-how. These are both scarce capabilities which need to be
developed and deployed effectively. To be successful, companies must invest accordingly and
technology and customize their offerings while carefully selecting customers, areas of
activity in which they can have an impact and problems that they can solve. Pricing must
primarily be value based.
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As mentioned, many companies’ service strategy models include an assumption of
incremental progress from product to process and methods services (customer
focused services) with increasing margins along the way. However, such moves
cannot be incremental. The differences in these types of services are sufficiently great
to warrant changes in business models and organization. While companies may
engage in both types, each needs to be set-up and managed according to its
economic characteristics and competitive dynamics. Success in one does not
condition success in the other.

Figure 5 Services model path: The process is not incremental, but requires a step change

Managers often mistake a business that derives competitive advantage from scale for
a business that is based on knowledge and skills or vice versa. This leads to design
of wrong business models and to offerings that cannot be priced according to what
the market can bear or, conversely, to underpricing services, frequently leading to
losses.
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For example, while the majority of a company’s product services may be routine
(and rely on scale economies), some require significant expertise such as diagnosing
operational problems and advanced troubleshooting of complex products [skills
economies]. In a service business, only a relatively small number of employees have
the necessary technical skills for such cutting-edge services. These employees are
usually well known to customers and in high demand. A company should price
these skills at a premium based on their relative scarcity and their value add in
solving customer problems.
In managing this situation, companies however regularly make either of two
mistakes19:

For a similar take on this issue see: (McKinsey 2006): Byron G. Auguste, Eric P. Harmon and Vivek
Pandit: The right service strategies for product companies; McKinsey & Company 2006
19
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Scale based businesses are those where unit costs fall when volume grows. They
usually have a significant fixed cost element. In services typical examples include
automated help desks or support centers with remote diagnostics as well as spare
parts logistics. Such businesses can be scaled significantly with low marginal cost
once the original investment is made. Workshops with high fixed investments and
field services, which rely on strong operational support systems (knowledge bases,
tools and equipment, equipment histories and tracking systems, dispatching, spare
parts, reporting…) are also scale based. In such businesses standardized offerings
and high utilization of resources –through large numbers of customers- are key
economic success factors.
Skill based businesses are those which rely on scarce skills, (tacit) knowledge and
experience. The offerings are usually customized, they have a high variable cost
element and rely less on scale economies. Examples are high end process and
methods services, requiring significant analysis and domain expertise. Pricing should
be value based and reflect the high costs due to scarcity.
Outsourced maintenance can consist of fairly standardized product services
packaged into term contracts on a broad asset scope (usually) or include high value
added process and methods services with operating outcome based contracts (less
often).
For the first type of offering to be made cost effective a service provider needs to pool
resources (tools, engineering and methods, manpower) from a large number of
customers in order to achieve necessary utilization levels for low unit costs
For the second type of contract the service provider needs to invest in knowhow,
domain expertise and advanced technologies to be able to significantly improve a
customer’s operating outcomes.
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If operating in a strategically defensive mode, they underprice the services of the
highly skilled employees (relative to what customers would be willing to pay) based
on standard cost plus pricing models (lumping together highly skilled engineers
with others). This leads to inflated demand and inability to satisfy it (delays,
rationing…) resulting in customer dissatisfaction – i.e. scale based business model for a
skills based business, or
if operating in a strategically offensive mode, companies often raise prices and hire
new engineers, usually in large numbers, to grow the business (of “troubleshooting
complex problems”). This incurs high costs which many times cannot be covered as
the size of the “complex problem” market within the company’s scope is simply not
that large and customers refuse to pay the premium prices for what they perceive,
in their majority, to be standard problems or routine services [skills based business
model for a scale based business]. This is compounded by the fact that the new
engineers frequently do not have the necessary expertise to actually solve the
complex problems which might require many years of experience and intimate
familiarity with the products.
This standard skills/scale problem becomes more difficult as an organization tries
to transition its portfolio to process and methods services. It is particularly evident
in maintenance outsourcing services where many manufacturers frequently offer
(with little success) expensive (often customized) services for what customers
consider standard requirements and are unwilling to buy or price standard services
too high. Often this mismatch stems from the provider’s inability to deliver
(standardized) cost-effective offerings in a particular market due to absence of local
scale or reluctance to invest in building scale:
In entering (maintenance) outsourcing markets, manufacturers invariably
encounter competition from customer’s own in-house service departments, third
party service providers or other OEMs. Pricing is then determined by competitive
intensity in the particular (local) market, while a price ceiling is set by the customer’s
own costs. As a result, the key success factor for such offerings usually lies in the
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ability to deliver at the (locally) required unit cost levels. Cost benefits for customers
must be high enough to overcome transaction costs, including contracting,
monitoring and control costs as well as customer internal resistance. In other words,
the cost benefits must be substantial, transparent and real and must be often
guaranteed. This depends on achieving high resource utilization (i.e. higher than
what a customer alone or competitors can achieve) based on pooling of resources
from a number of customer contracts. This requires substantial (local) scale.
As manufacturers usually do not have this (local service) scale, they consequently,
either price themselves out of the market or are forced to offer prices based on cost
levels that they cannot reach leading to losses.
The alternative is to offer “advanced” (process/methods) services (with value based
pricing – linked to outcomes such as Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) or
customer’s process performance) to neutralize the scale/unit cost disadvantage.
These services, however, are only relevant to a limited number of customers and,
most importantly, require significant skills investments (domain expertise,
technology) to be realized. Companies must set up to access fewer customers on a
deeper level rather than many customers on a broader level.
It follows that companies operating in advanced services require a longer, more
global reach and a strategy of careful customer selection, while in the opposite case
what is required is selection of market geographies in which to bulk up. A strategy
following both directions is possible, but very difficult and can only seldom be
pursued simultaneously, the critical success factor probably being the company’s
size, both in absolute terms and relative to the size of the market it operates in.
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Figure 6 Service strategic alternatives

Numerous companies trying to expand the services business (or competing in the
outsourced services market) do so under mistaken assumptions, often
underestimating the know-how investment required while simultaneously
overestimating market size for advanced methods and process services. Many also
fail to understand the economic importance of scale (and resource pooling) to
drive down unit costs – the key factor for competitive advantage in a standard
product service type market.
In most cases, size of (local) targeted markets is too small to support necessary scale
investments unless companies significantly expand their scope by widening
targeted assets and installed base. This may question a company’s logic of product
based strategic coherence (while exposing it to stronger competition) and require
significant changes to its strategy and the allocation of investment resources.
Conversely, the investment requirement in domain expertise, technology and skills
may be too large to be justified by the potential market size for high end process
and methods based services, for example, in declining industries. Success in this
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business is therefore also highly dependent on size and growth rate of underlying
industry and relative scarcity of domain skills. The strategy must be very specific.
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Management action must be compatible with declared strategic
intent – this is often not the case
Understanding sources of competitive advantage is one necessary element for the
successful development of service strategies. Another is management actions
conducive to the declared strategic intent. Most manufacturers’ default choice for
service is to defend (in a broad sense) the product business within the context of a
company’s self-perception as a product maker.
For example, a company may see itself as a specialized supplier of steam boilers for
coal-fired power plants. One of its technical core competences would then be
welding for demanding applications. However, this company would not offer
welding services to the market in general, but would limit itself to providing these
services only to support a product (boilers: own and perhaps competitive installed
base) – based on its self-perception as a boiler manufacturer. The strategy of the
company derives from what it can make and not from what it can service – a product
dominant logic which is the basis of its strategic coherence. This is so defined by
managers as they forge a space for the company to do business in and for themselves
to guide it.
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Figure 7 Services positioning - adapted from (McKinsey 2006)

However, many then then also succumb to the temptation to grow the service
business aggressively20. For a service business to grow aggressively, it must either
expand its product scope (invest in scale) or shift gears and move into process and
methods services (invest in skills). This places it in completely different markets and
challenges the company’s product dominant logic and also puts service managers
in a difficult position if the service unit cannot be positioned (through the necessary
investments) so as to enable competitive advantage either through scale or skills.
If a company’s service intent is to defend the product, service growth rates must be
determined by product strategies.
Other companies explicitly mandate services as an independent growth platform,
but when friction between the service and product business arises try to limit the
service unit’s freedom of action. Such friction can arise under many different
circumstances: if the service profits on installed base (created by the product

20

(McKinsey 2006)
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company) are allocated preferentially to one or the other unit; if strategies or cost
sharing arrangements for product support (such as extended warranties) cannot be
agreed upon; if the service unit bundles products with services in ways that
commoditize the product (when pricing of the bundle is lower than the pricing of
the product); if the service unit sells competitive products or if both units approach
customers with different, even competing offerings... the list can be extensive. In
such cases many decisions end up being heavily influenced by company internal
power structures which in manufacturers usually favor the product.
If a company’s service intent is to grow the business as an independent platform, then service
strategies and growth targets must be set independent of product strategies.
To align management actions with declared strategic intent on services requires
careful planning and organizational set-ups which actually need to limit
management’s freedom of action (to support the product). For example, when IBM
decided to invest in service business as an independent growth platform, services
and products were organizationally separated into a different legal entity with a
different brand at a different location. Only when the business had grown to critical
mass size was it brought back. On the other hand, if the intent for services is to
defend the product, for example through bundling into solutions (e.g. for lower
lifecycle costs), then it is wrong to organize services separately.
The choice of strategic intent must be compatible with a company’s ability to gain
competitive advantage. A company with strong product positions in growing
markets may do better bundling products and services into integrated offerings
supported by technology and domain expertise than investing (always limited)
resources in building scale in broad based (product) services. Conversely, a
company in a declining industry might think of using existing technical skills to
grow such a service business using its existing installed base as anchor. Wrong
decisions, in these cases, not only have high opportunity costs, they also endanger
a company’s primary business.
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